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Art Examining Body: AQA The Art & Design exam board AQA, have made significant improvements to the new Art & Design (Fine Art) A-Level, which will be studied over 2 years. Greater emphasis has been placed on the coursework element, which will now earn you 60% of your total mark, with a lesser 40% weighting for your final examination piece at the end of the 2 year course. The new course is now divided into 3 separate units Year 12: ONE UNIT: Unit 1



Foundation Coursework Portfolio



This is started during your induction week at the end of the summer term, on the completion of your GCSE's, with an introductory 'fun' creative project to complete over the summer holiday. A 'Foundation Course', teaching advanced Art skills & introducing you to new & inspiring Artists, will enable you to develop personal portfolios of work which will prepare you for a more independent creative experience in Year 13 (when you choose your own project title) Year 13: TWO UNITS: Unit 2



The Personal Investigation



This is your own chosen theme (in consultation with your Art teacher & based on the strengths & interests you developed in Year 12) It is a practical project with some analysis, which means a short written element explaining your ideas in the form of written analysis, or a stand-alone essay, comprising of between 1000-3000 words. Unit 3



The Externally Set Assignment



This is a 15 hour examination (set over 3 full days) with 3 months preparation time from February to April. Student Requirements: Students must have enthusiasm & enjoyment for their creative ideas & a desire to want to explore them through the creative manipulation of a range of different materials & techniques. They must have achieved a grade A* to B at GCSE level & have a basic understanding of the core Art elements - line, form, colour, tone, texture, pattern, shape etc. & the desire to learn more about the place of Art & Design (Fine-Art) in the broader professional world of the Creative Arts. Above all you must have an interest in making Art work & exploring its potential as a non-verbal means of creative communication. You will also need the determination and resilience to develop your artistic interests and specialisms independently and in collaboration with your Art teachers, with whom you will be working closely on your developing creative portfolio. Why should I take this course? Because it's an amazingly rewarding subject that enables you explore & perfect your creative ideas & techniques to the very highest level. It's a stepping stone to exciting careers, which, contrary to popular belief, aren't all related



purely to the Creative Industries. With a history of 100% pass rates at A*-B at A-Level, the UMS marks girls achieved over the last few years has enabled them to gain places on some of the most prestigious courses available in a range of 'red brick' universities as well as places at Central St Martins & Goldsmiths - London. So, if you're attracted to the prospect of potential careers in advertising, marketing, design, architecture, publishing, fashion, law, psychology, medicine....in fact most career choices you could think of, then come & join us next year. Go online, talk to current degree students, visit Art Colleges & Universities & find out more for yourselves about how you could develop your creativity & love of Art into a life-long passion & fulfilling career. Check out: www.yourcreativefuture.org & of course, come & talk to your Art teachers & current & past A-Level students to see what they think… & remember… it’s never too early to start exploring your own potential career options on line by checking out some of these most recent up-dates: commonplace.art.uk The Arts Newsletter ArtRabbit Artsnews Dalstonist Timeout London Design Festival UAL – University of the Arts SUARTs events Gumtree Loot (cheap Art materials)



Biology Examining Body: AQA



This is an exciting and relevant course, which will stimulate and engage all students and will allow for stretch and challenge of the most able. There are eight units of work to complete to gain one A2 qualification; these are examined at the end of a two year course in three examinations lasting two hours each. Students will have the opportunities to learn and use practical skills to link theory with practice, deepening their understanding and knowledge. First year of A-level: 1. Biological molecules 2. Cells 3. Organisms exchange substances with their environment 4. Genetic information, variation and relationships between organisms Second year of A-level 5. Energy transfers in and between organisms 6. Organisms respond to changes in their internal and external environments 7. Genetics, populations, evolution and ecosystems 8. The control of gene expression What Are The Entry Requirements? Separate science students should achieve a grade B or above. The dual award students should achieve an A grade in at least one of Core and Additional and no less than a B in the other. Do I need to be good at Maths / Chemistry? Yes! - Biology is a quantitative science, and you will need to do statistics and other calculations during the course. There is also a lot of biochemistry in modern biology, so you should be comfortable with chemistry. Where Does A-Level Biology Lead? All medically related degrees; genetics, microbiology, forensic science, marine biology, archaeology, teaching, biotechnology, nursing, research. How big are the teaching groups? Currently the classes consist on average of about twenty students. How much teaching time is there? Like all A-level subjects, there are 5 hours of lessons per week. Each group is taught by two teachers. Is there much practical work? Yes, we try to fit in as much practical work as possible. Field work will be an essential part of the course in year 13. There will be the opportunity to take part in a residential field studies course in the summer term of year 12 which is very popular and good preparation for year 13.



Business Examining Body: AQA Student Requirement: It is not necessary to have studied Business Studies at GCSE level to undertake this course. Girls who are new to the subject are not disadvantaged provided they work diligently; it has often been the case that these girls have proved exceptionally able at this subject. Students who have taken the subject at GCSE must have achieved a grade B or higher. The best candidates are those who are able to apply the information that they have studied to different situations which may occur in business. The new specification does require students to be highly competent in mathematics, for example, being able to perform percentage calculations and familiarity with manipulating data. The emphasis is on understanding, application, analysis and evaluation. Why should I take this course? Business Studies is a popular subject enjoyed by those who choose it. It will appeal particularly to those who wish to find out more about the world of work and the principles that underpin it. We study various aspects including finance, marketing, production, human resources, strategy, and learn how external factors affect the way businesses operate. It is very much a subject where classroom theory can be applied to real life; indeed, anyone wishing to succeed in this subject should be aware of current affairs and current business issues.



Year 12 (first year) An introduction to key business areas: marketing, operations, finance and human resource management. This includes a special focus on decision making – particularly how decisions made in one area can affect the rest of the business. Content Topic 1 – What is business? Topic 2 – Managers, leadership and decision making Topic 3 – Decision making to improve marketing performance Topic 4 – Decision making to improve operational performance Topic 5 – Decision making to improve financial performance Topic 6 – Decision making to improve human resource performance Year 13 (second year) An investigation of the strategic decisions that all businesses have to make. Content Topic 7 – Analysing the strategic position of a business Topic 8 – Choosing the strategic direction Topic 9 – Strategic methods: how to pursue strategies Topic 10 – Managing strategic change A level assessment A-level assessment consists of three x 2 hour written exams taken at the end of the two year course. Each exam will be worth a third of the A-level. All three papers will draw on material from the whole course, and will feature a range of question styles including multiple choice.



Further study and career opportunities If you’d like to study business, finance or management at university, A-level Business provides an excellent foundation. The skills you learn are transferable across a broad range of subjects and careers. Whatever you choose to do in the future, you’ll find that the things you learn in this course will help. For example, you’ll probably work with lots of different people, so knowledge of motivational theory will help you to work well with others and help them achieve their potential. You might have ambitious plans to start your own business. If that’s the case, you’ll find the marketing and finance topics particularly useful.



Chemistry Examining Body: AQA This is an exciting new course that is designed to enhance your enthusiasm for chemistry. It has been tailored to follow the Additional Science course at GCSE as well as Triple Science, and will develop your knowledge and understanding to provide a pathway to further study. The course ensures relevance to contemporary issues and allows you to gain an insight to the way in which Chemists work. The course also allows credit to be given for work done in routine class practical; hence assessment becomes linked to the work in the classroom. A Level Chemistry lasts two years, with three 2 hour exams at the end of the second year. At least 15% of the marks for A level Chemistry are based on what you have learnt during your practical work. Student Requirement



Students who have studied separate science must have a grade A or above. If you have studied core and additional science, you must have achieved at least two grade A’s. Although A level mathematics is not a requirement of the course you do need to be confident in your use of mathematical skills. 1st Year Subject Content Physical Chemistry Topics include atomic structure, chemical calculations, bonding, energetics, kinetics, chemical equilibrium and Le Chatellier’s principle.



Inorganic Chemistry Topics include periodicity, Group 2 the alkaline earth metals, Group 7(17) the halogens. Organic Chemistry Topics include alkanes, halogen alkanes, alkenes, alcohols, organic analysis. 2nd Year Subject Content Physical Chemistry Topics include thermodynamics, rate equations, the equilibrium constant, electrode potentials and electrochemical cells. Inorganic Chemistry Topics include properties of Period 3 elements and their oxides, transition metals, reactions of ions in aqueous solution.



Organic Chemistry Topics include optical isomerism, aldehydes and ketones, carboxylic acids and derivatives, aromatic chemistry, amines, polymers, amino acids, proteins and DNA, organic synthesis, NMR spectroscopy, chromatography.



Practical Work Chemistry is a practical subject. Throughout the course you will carry out practical activities including: -



Measuring a enthalpy changes in reactions Tests for identifying different types of compounds Different methods for measuring rates of reaction Studying electrochemical cells Preparation of organic solids and liquids An advanced form of chromatography for more accurate results.



There is no coursework on this course. However, your performance during practical work will be assessed.



Teaching time and group size You will have five hours of lessons per week and each group will be taught by two Chemistry teachers. The group size can vary from year to year with an average of around 18 pupils.



Computer Science Examining Body: OCR (Course Code H446) Student Requirements It is advisable to have studied GCSE Computer Science and to have achieved a grade B or higher in this subject,. Strong mathematical skills will also be needed. The OCR A Level course in Computer Science has been designed to build on the GCSE course and there is a strong emphasis on problem solving, programming and mathematical skills.



Why should I take this course? There is little doubt that a qualification in Computer Science will equip you with the relevant skills and knowledge for the future. It is difficult to imagine a world without technology. In the last ten years alone we have seen the emergence of Twitter, Facebook, smart phones, wireless communications and many other technological advances in fields such as medicine and robotics. The digital age is set to continue with the role of computing pervading throughout almost all industries and organisational processes . Whether you work as a programmer, medical practitioner or in marketing it is becoming increasingly important for you to possess, at varying levels of proficiency, some understanding of computer science, for all careers. Even journalists are being encouraged to learn JavaScript and HTML. Therefore, when it comes to thinking about all the potential avenues of study you could choose from, computer science is definitely worth considering.



Content of the course Topics covered include  The characteristics of contemporary processors, input, output and storage devices  Software and software development  Exchanging data  Data types, data structures and algorithms  Legal, moral, cultural and ethical issues  Elements of computational thinking  Problem solving and programming  Algorithms to solve problems and standard algorithms You will also choose a practical computing problem to work through and you will be required to provide documented evidence of:  Analysis of the problem  Design of the solution Developing the solution  Evaluation



Assessment Two written exam papers, each lasting 2 hours 30 minutes and worth 40% each, plus one non-exam assessment (NEA) which is a practical programming project, internally marked but externally moderated and worth 20%.



Career opportunities Studying computer science can take you down a number of different career paths and many of these allow you to have a positive impact on people’s lives. Computer technology is heavily connected to the medical field, education, entertainment, architecture and even in security, so the opportunity to use your skills to bring something good to people are vast. Computer science covers a great many job roles, from pure programming positions to the opportunity to be engaged with technical change management or project management. Computing is also a career in which there are many high-paying jobs. In the UK and overseas. With increased globalisation professionals with these particular skills will be highly desirable across the globe, in wide-ranging positions, offering you the freedom to live and work in a country of your choosing.



English Language Examining Body: OCR Why should I take this course? Are people judged by their accents? Is it true that men don’t gossip? Do parents teach their children how to speak? What is bad language? How do conversations work? If you are interested in discussing the answers to these questions, you’ll be interested in the course. If you want to use language confidently, this course will help you to become an effective communicator. If you are interested in a career in media, speech therapy, teaching, personnel work, in fact any area which involves you communicating effectively with others, this course will be of use. Student Requirements: Grade 6 or above in GCSE English Paper 1 – Exploring Language Eternal exam : 2 hours 30 minutes 40% of A Level Students will learn how the English Language works. They will develop analytical skills and will study a wide range of spoken and written texts. Students will also explore some of the issues concerning the English Language for example how do people feel about specific accents? Is technology ruining the language? Paper 2 – Dimensions of Variation External exam : 2 hours 30 minutes 40 % of A Level Students learn how the English Language has changed over the centuries. They will also learn how children acquire language. Non-exam assessment – Independent Language Research 20% of A Level Students will complete two pieces of coursework with help and guidance from teachers.  



An academic poster a small scale research project into any aspect of language that interests the student



Reading partnership In Year 13 students are offered the opportunity to complete part of the Reading Recovery course. They visit one of our partner primary schools once a week to teach a pupil to read. Finally, our candidates have been so successful that we have won the ‘Good Schools Guide’ award for English Language A Level every year since 2007.



English Literature Examining Body: Edexcel Why should I take English Literature? Reading literature both for pleasure and for critical purposes is one of life’s joys! The course will increase your understanding of people, attitudes and societies very different from your own and will make you a more interesting person. You will investigate the cultural and literary traditions of earlier times, and will learn to analyse the techniques of past and present writers, becoming a confident and independent critic. You will be able to develop key skills in analysis and communication as well as in research from published critical works and the Internet. Students choose English Literature to broaden their career options, to provide variety in their sixth form studies, to develop their analytical skills, or just because they like reading, challenge, discussion and debate! Some go on to study English at degree level, others find it good training for courses in law, Languages, and the Humanities. Some students go on to careers in education, journalism or the media. English Literature is a facilitating subject and so you will gain an A Level in a qualification that is highly regarded by admissions tutors and employers. A number of our current pupils are applying to do engineering, medicine and business knowing that an A level in English Literature demonstrates a breadth of academic study as well as highly developed analytical and writing skills. Student Requirements: Grade 6 or above in GCSE English Examination Elements: The full A level course will be examined in June 2018. The full A level consists of three components: Component one – Drama. This is worth 30% of your total qualification. You will study one Shakespeare play - Othello (with an accompanying Critical Anthology) and one other drama – Tennessee Williams’ A Streetcar Named Desire, exploring the presentation of tragedy. There will be a 2 hour open book written examination. Component two – Prose. This is worth 20% of your total qualification. You will study two prose texts (Bronte’s Wuthering Heights and Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway, from a chosen theme, Women and Society. At least one of these texts must be pre-1900. There will be a 1 hour open book written examination. Component three – Poetry. This is worth 30% of your qualification. You will study unseen modern poetry post 2000 and a selection of poetry by a named poet (John Keats). There will be a 2 hour open book written examination. Coursework. This is worth 20% of your total qualification. You will have a free choice of two texts to study. You will produce one assignment of 2500 – 3000 words comparing your chosen texts.



As well as studying the set texts, we will endeavour to develop students' understanding and enjoyment of English Literature. We plan to participate in the shadowing scheme for the T S Eliot Poetry prize in November 2016 in order to help students engage with contemporary poetry, and also organise theatre trips to enhance our study of tragic drama. We encourage students to read widely throughout the course and will keep them well up to date with reading lists as well as following certain book prizes including the Orange Prize for Fiction and the Man Booker prize.



Geography Examining Body: AQA



Student requirements: Grade B or above in GCSE Geography



Why study Geography? Geography is about the world we live in. It is varied, it is relevant and it is happening all around you!



Component 1: Physical Geography The content of Component 1 is divided into 3 sections. Section A is a core topic; you will learn about the water and carbon cycles and how they are linked to climate change, as well as studying these cycles within different contexts. In Section B we have chosen to study Coastal Systems and Landscapes; this will involve investigating processes, landforms and management. In Section C we will be studying Hazards (volcanoes, earthquakes and storm events) which will involve learning about physical process, their impacts and how hazards are managed in different parts of the world.



Component 2: Human Geography The content of Component 2 is also divided into 3 sections. Section A is a core topic entitled Global Systems and Governance and includes learning about responses to globalisation, the ‘global commons’ and threats to Antarctica and how it is protected. Section B is also a core topic, entitled Changing Places. This will involve learning about the nature and importance of places, how we understand places, perception of place and how and why places are changing. It will include an in-depth study of a local place and a contrasting distant place. This topic introduces many of the concepts and issues currently being studied as part of Geography undergraduate courses at university. In Section C we have chosen to study Population and the Environment which investigates key issues associated with the environment and human well-being.



Component 3: Geographical Investigation. You will complete an individual investigation of 3,000 to 4,000 words which will be marked by your teachers then moderated by the exam board. To teach you the necessary geographical skills the A level course will include 4 days of fieldwork at points during the 2 year course.



The Geography course adopts an issues approach, which is particularly relevant to the world you are going to live and work in. To enhance their learning experience, in recent years our students have also visited cities including Sheffield, Manchester and Belfast to investigate geographical issues and we have similar activities planned for the future. We aim to extend your skills of evaluation and analysis, to develop your ability to be selective and to



question, to involve you in debates and problem solving activities and to encourage you to work as part of a team but also to show independence and initiative. We also attend Geographical Association lectures, giving you the chance to experience university-style teaching and to question the experts.



The knowledge and skills that Geography provides mean that it is accepted as an arts or a science subject for university entrance. It combines well with most other subjects; Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, History, English, Government and Politics, Psychology and Modern Foreign Languages are all obvious partners. Likewise, the career paths open to a geographer are many and varied. Some examples of the choices made by recent A level Geography students include Law, Environmental Management, Medicine, Primary School Teaching, Planning, Leisure and Tourism, Dentistry, Engineering, Business Management, Physiotherapy, Architecture and Speech Therapy.



Please talk to your Geography teacher for more information about this course and the careers opportunities it offers you. Come and see us at the Sixth Form Open Evening or speak to our current A Level students and find out more!



Assessment: This is a linear qualification which will be examined at the end of Year 13



Component 1: Physical Geography



Written examination



2 hours 30 minutes



40% of A Level



Component 2: Human Geography



Written examination



2 hours 30 minutes



40% of A level



Component 3: Geographical Investigation



Individual project internally assessed



20% of A level



Government & Politics Examining Body: EDEXCEL



Examination Requirements: GCSE Grade 9-6 in English A keen interest in current events and politics is essential; also a willingness to read newspapers and articles and undertake considerable background research and watch the news and relevant television programmes.



Why should I take this course? This is a very up to date course, offering an introduction to Britain’s political system, as well as current and up to date American politics and aiming to develop an awareness of political ideas and controversies. Anyone who enjoys debating controversial issues and who wants to learn the facts to back their arguments will enjoy this subject. Study of politics, government and constitutions is also a useful platform for budding Law students.



What use will this course be to me in the future? Politics contributes to a wide range of courses and careers:



Higher Education Courses:- Politics, Law, History, Economics, Social Studies, European Studies, Media Studies, English etc



Careers:There are many careers for which this course is a useful qualification; Politics and associated advisory careers; Law, Journalism, Civil Service, EU Civil Service, Broadcasting, Social Work, Charity work, Management, Local Government etc.



Examination and course elements: Component 1: UK Politics Written examination: 2 hours examination 33⅓ % 1. Democracy and participation, political parties, electoral systems, voting behaviour and the media. 2. Core Political Ideas, students will study: conservatism, liberalism, socialism.



Component 2: UK Government Written examination: 2 hours examination 33⅓ % 1. The constitution, Parliament, Prime Minister and executive, relationships between the branches. 2. Political Ideas: Feminism



Component 3: Comparative Politics the US Written examination: 2 hours examination 33⅓ % Students study USA The US Constitution and federalism, US congress, US presidency, US Supreme Court, democracy and participation, civil rights.



Student Comments: “What many people don’t realise is how much Politics affects us in our everyday lives. Politics has given me an insight into the functions of society and has encouraged me to be more politically active and articulate.”



“I don’t believe that many people my age can say that they are qualified to make reasoned and informed decisions about the society around them. I have a firm belief that through studying Politics, I can. Studying politics has encouraged me to form my own opinions, given me the ability to think on my feet and ensures that I am always kept abreast of topical issues. However the overriding factor for my studying politics is that it never gets boring!”



History Examining Body: AQA



Examination Requirements: GCSE History grades A*-B, but students who have not taken GCSE History will be considered if they have achieved A*-B in English.



This is an updated and fascinating new course which offers a depth and breadth study across the two years as well as an historical investigation in the second year. It is a varied and wide ranging course and is examined at the end of the two years, The content of the course covers Germany and its Quest for Political Stability from 1871 to 1991, and then the Making of Modern Britain 1951-2007, with an independent Historical Investigation on Russia in the nineteenth century. This allows students to study a non-British and British element, in line with A Level reforms, and the entire course spans 200 years of History.



Why should I take this course?



History is a unique study of the past experience of humankind and students taking this course will learn about the significance of events, individuals and issues in history; appreciate why societies change over time, develop the skills of an historian and get the chance to debate and extend their enthusiasm for history. It is important to have an enquiring mind, an interest in the past and its relevance to current affairs and an ability to communicate your ideas effectively.



History can make a contribution to a wide range of courses and careers:



Higher Education Courses: e.g. History, Government and Politics, Economics, Law, Social Studies, European Studies-also many other courses such as Architecture, Art, Business Studies, have significant historical components. Careers: Civil Service, Local Government, Librarianship, the Police Force, Leisure and Recreational Management, working with antiques, archives, architecture, the law, journalism, broadcasting, the heritage industry.



Unit 1: The Quest for Political Stability: Germany 1871-1991:



Part 1/Y12 content- Germany 1871-1929: An exciting study of issues of change, continuity, cause and consequence looking at how Germany changed radically during and after World War 1, from rule by Kaiser to a democracy by 1929. The students get the opportunity to study key important figures such as Bismarck and Wilhelm II.



Part 2/Y13 content- Germany 1929-1991: A continuation of topics studied in year 12 if following AS course. Students will study this fascinating and familiar topic on the impact of Nazism, followed by war and Division, 19291991. Topics are studied in depth and taught using contemporary and secondary documents and film.



Assessed by external exam 2 ½ hours 40%



Unit 2: The Making of Modern Britain: 1951-2007:



Part 1/Y12 content – Britain 1951-1979: We study how a new Britain was formed post war and the influence of social change and how it affected society, for example life in the Sixties. This course allows students to explore concepts such as Government and opposition, class, social division and cultural change during the time. It also allows students to reflect on Britain’s changing place in the world.



Part 2/Y13 content – Britain 1979-2007: This continues the themes studied in Year 12 also. This course starts at 1979 and takes the students right up to date in looking at the impact of the Thatcher Governments and impacts on society such as the miners’ strike and the Falkland’s war. Students also look at the fall of Thatcher and the era of New Labour and the Blair years. Assessed by external exam 2 ½ hours 40%



Historical Investigation A 3000-3500 words Individual Historical Investigation on one aspect of Russian History in the nineteenth century. Students are expected to undertake own research and produce an extended written answer assessing contemporary sources and historians assessments of events during the time frame. Internally assessed 20%



Please see Mrs Page for any other details about this course



Mathematics Examining Body: Edexcel Studying A-Level Mathematics is both challenging and rewarding. The material presented in the course is interesting and possesses mathematical elegance. Mathematics can be studied for its own inherent beauty, or as a vital ingredient for degree level study in Engineering, Finance or the Physical Sciences. Where possible, we try to emphasise that the developed mathematical skills are transferable to other subjects and contexts. This course will correspond to the new specifications in A Level Mathematics, being taught for the first time in September 2017. It is a linear course and all examinations will be sat at the end of Year 13. There is no longer any choice in the exact material studied to make up the qualification. Student Requirements It is required that you have achieved grade 7 or above at GCSE. Most importantly you should have an inquiring mind, enjoy problem solving. A questioning approach, determination and resilience are equally essential. Examination Details The new specification in A Level Mathematics will be examined in 3 equally weighted papers. Paper 1 (2hrs) – Pure Mathematics - AS Level Pure Mathematics assessed at an A2 level. This means that the corresponding mathematical content will be taught in Year 12 but the questions may be more challenging than the traditional AS questions. Paper 2 (2hrs) – Pure Mathematics – remaining pure content which builds on and incorporates AS content. Paper 3 – (2hrs) – Mechanics and Statistics. This paper will be divided into 2 equally weighted sections, one on each.



Mathematical Content Pure Mathematics This is intended to deepen your understanding of GCSE Mathematics by extending the range of basic techniques in number, algebra and trigonometry. Calculus methods are introduced and extended over the two years. Statistics Elementary statistical techniques are fully covered and presented as a practical application of Mathematics to real situations. You will learn a range of probability and data handling techniques that allow us to make simple inferences from different forms of data. Mechanics 1 The techniques covered in the core modules are applied to real situations by a process called Mathematical Modelling. You will learn how to form simple models to represent real life situations, appreciate any necessary assumptions, make simple deductions from the model and comment on its usefulness.



Why study A Level Mathematics? A Level Mathematics is renowned as one of the harder A Levels and thus is highly valued by universities and employers alike. You will acquire the confidence and competence to deal with information given in algebraic, numerical or graphical form, all of which are very transferable skills. Furthermore, there is great satisfaction to be gained in the complete mastery of problems.



MFL -



French, German & Spanish



Examining Body: AQA Examination Details: The new A level in Modern Foreign Languages comprises 3 papers taken at the end of the course. Paper 1:-



(Listening, Reading & Writing): covers current trends and issues: artistic culture & political life This also includes translations to and from English (40% of A level – 2h 30mins)



Paper 2:-



(Writing): 2 essays on the 2 books (or 1 book + 1 film) studied, written in the target language. (30% of A level – 2hr)



Paper 3:-



(Speaking):



(a) Discussion of a theme studied based on a stimulus card – 6 minutes (b) Presentation and discussion of students individual research topic – 12 minutes (30% of A level, 18mins + 5 mins preparation time)



Student Requirements: To study French, German or Spanish to A level, it is essential for students to have a good pass at GCSE (A*-B). They should be interested in using the language in a practical way, in discovering more about the background and culture of the country as well as preferably visiting the country during their time in the sixth form. In addition to the written and listening work set, students will be expected to do extra work in a regular and systematic manner, and will need to spend 30 minutes a week in extra speaking practice with our native speaker assistants. Why Should I take the Course? An Advanced Level qualification is an essential requirement for many further education courses in Modern Foreign Languages. Students not considering further education will also find that an A level pass may open new and further opportunities in many careers such as Journalism, Banking, Commerce and Secretarial work. The importance of a language skill for all areas of business and industry worldwide is becoming increasingly stressed. None of this detracts of course from the purely personal benefit of language study, the effects of which can be a source of lifelong enjoyment. French, German or Spanish combine particularly well not only with another foreign language at A level but also with other Arts, Social Science and Science subjects. Course Elements: Topics studied follow on naturally from GCSE, but with more breadth and depth. Typical social topics studied include the changing nature of the family, the role of technology in society, issues arising from a multicultural society, solving poverty and homelessness, and the treatment of criminals. For the artistic culture aspect, students cover the arts such as music, cinema and festivals of their chosen country. For the political life topic, students focus on areas such as the rights of the youth, immigration and the right to protest. The Independent Research Project allows students to conduct individual research to prepare their presentation on a topic which interests them. The choice of topic must be based on the society they are studying but they are free to choose any topic they like, as long as it is not already covered elsewhere in the course. Teachers will choose an appropriate film and book (or 2 books) to study for Paper 2, and will select these based on their own areas of expertise and also to maximise student interest and motivation. Grammar will be studied throughout the course, through all topics and students will be expected to use it at a highly sophisticated level.



Student Comments: “Doing Spanish and German A level has been challenging but I’ve really loved both courses. My favourite element has been studying plays and films, which gives you an insight into the cultural identities of both Spain and Germany. I would definitely recommend doing languages A level – it’s genuinely really good fun”. Rose Jones “Out of all of my A Level subjects, I have enjoyed Spanish the most. We all received so much individual attention from the teachers and managed to complete the work whilst having a lot of fun at the same time! I also found that Spanish can be an excellent A level to take with science subjects – the skills you gain fit well with a wide range of A level choices”. Isobel Routledge “French A level has been fantastic. The Paris trip in Year 12 really helped us gel as a group, and we all work well together. Teachers go above and beyond the norm to help you, and always find interesting texts, film clips and songs to make everything more interesting. A level has made me fluent, and it’s wonderful”. Fiona Hitchcock



Music Examining Body: Edexcel



Why music?



Music is widely respected and recognised as a rigorous performing arts subject requiring a range of different skills such as analysis, creativity and self-discipline. It complements other subject areas and can be the pathway to study music at university. In recent years, former A level musicians have continued their study of music at top institutions, followed related careers in the music industry and music education as well and continuing to perform on the local, national and international stage.



The best A level musicians:



     



Listen widely to a variety of styles and go to concerts regularly Practise every day and perform in at least one musical ensemble Put themselves forward for concerts, grade examinations etc. Experiment with techniques on their instruments and look for inspiration as a performer from professional recordings and concerts Enjoy discussing music with others and offering opinions Use their understanding from listening and performing to create musical ideas for themselves.



The A level course Music at A level is a natural progression from GCSE with the same weighting of course components: performing, composition and analysis. Candidates who do not have GCSE music but can already perform pieces of Grade 5 standard and have done some music theory will also be able to manage the course. Component One: Performing – 30% [coursework] Solo and/or ensemble performance lasting 8 minutes recorded at the end of Year 13. Minimum grade 6 standard - Grade 8 standard and above will receive extra marks. Component Two: Composition – 30% [coursework] Two compositions to be submitted lasting a total of 6 minutes, submitted at the end of Year 13. Composition One is a free composition based on one of the six areas of study (see below). It can be tailored to the interests of each individual and can be written in any style for any combination of instruments and/or voices.



Composition Two is a technical exercise, using techniques taught during the course, which is completed under controlled conditions at the end of Year 13.



Component Three: Listening And Appraising – 40% [two hour exam] There are 18 exciting set works taken from six areas of study: vocal music, instrumental music, music for film, popular music and jazz, fusions and new directions. Music studied includes Bach, Debussy, Mozart, the Beatles, David Bowie and film scores from Psycho, Pirates of the Caribbean and Batman!



In section A of the exam there are 3 questions on the set works studied, with the aid of musical notation. There will be a further question on an unfamiliar piece of music that is related to the set works studied. You will also need to complete a dictation of pitch & rhythm. In section B of the exam, there are two essay questions – one on an unfamiliar piece of music and one related to a set work studied.



Physical Education Why study A level Physical Education? Physical Education is a fascinating subject and gives the student a chance to shine outside the classroom situation and develop their existing talents further. Results over the last five years have consistently been amongst the best in school with 50% achieving an A with 100% pass rate. Students may also be involved in either coaching, umpiring or leading a sport A level Physical Education Physical Education has two main components. For the practical component, which makes up 30% of the course, the students have to select one area to be assessed in. Activity areas that the girls choose from include all the major games e.g. netball, football, hockey, basketball, badminton, rounders, volleyball etc; as well as trampolining, gymnastics, swimming and dance. All the students will have the opportunity to broaden their experiences in Physical Education and will take part in karate and rock climbing. If a student is involved in an activity out of school e.g. horse riding or water polo, she may use this as one of her three sports. The theoretical component makes up the remaining 70% of the course. The students study Psychology of Sport, Anatomy and Physiology and Modern Day influences in Sport Content Overview



Assessment Overview



Applied anatomy and physiology Exercise physiology Biomechanics



Physiological factors affecting performance (01)* 90 Marks 2 hr written paper



30% of total A Level



Skill acquisition Sports psychology



Psychological factors affecting performance (02)* 60 Marks 1 hr written paper



20% of total A Level



Sport and society Socio-cultural issues in physical Contemporary issues in physical activity and sport (03)* 60 Marks activity and sport 1hr written paper



20% of total A Level



Performance or Coaching Performance in physical education Evaluation and Analysis of (04)* Performance for Improvement (EAPI) 60 Marks



30% of total A Level



Physics Examining Body: AQA



Why should I take this course?



The A level Physics course is an inspiring, stimulating and enjoyable course which has successfully prepared many students for further study and careers in the physical sciences, medicine and engineering. If you are prepared to challenge yourself and apply your scientific and mathematical skills to explain physical phenomena from the subatomic level to the vastness of the Universe then this course is ideal for you. Physics is preferred or required as entry to many courses in Higher Education such as Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics and Engineering, many biological courses, Medicine, Veterinary Science, Computer Science, Dentistry, Physiotherapy, Business and Economics. Students who work hard and who are prepared to read around the subject are rewarded by excellent grades as shown by many of their predecessors. The pass rate for the past five years has been 100% with approximately two thirds of the girls obtaining a grade A*to B. Course content and Assessment details There are 9 units of work in A level Physics with 8 of these common to all students across the country. The final unit is referred to as the optional unit where schools can choose one from five different areas of physics. Currently we choose the turning points unit as this is most relatable to earlier topics and the staff have much more experience teaching this. A level Physics is now a 2 year linear course where students sit 3 examinations, each 2 hours long, at the end of the course. First year of A level study 1. Measurement and their errors – includes the techniques in collecting, analysing and evaluating experimental data. 2. Particles & Radiation – this includes learning about antimatter, photons, hadrons (those used at CERN which creates the most energetic particle collisions in the Universe), leptons and quantum effects such as Einstein’s photoelectric effect. 3. Waves – includes the physics of how waves travel, polarisation, wave superposition, interference, diffraction & refraction. 4. Mechanics and Materials – the mechanics builds upon knowledge and understanding of vectors, moments, motion, Newton’s laws, Momentum, Work, Energy and Power. In the latter half, students look at the physics of materials. 5. Electricity – this section builds upon GCSE electricity and includes topics such as resistivity, series and parallel arrangements of components and internal resistance.



Second year of A level study 6. Further Mechanics & Thermal Physics – the first part of this section includes circular and simple harmonic motion and resonance. In the second part, we study the physics of ideal gases and molecular kinetic theory (thermodynamics). 7. Gravitational, Electric and Magnetic fields – this covers the nature of the three main fields in physics and their practical applications e.g. mass spectrometry, planetary fields, mains electricity and the physics of electrical capacitance. 8. Nuclear Physics – this includes the development of the nuclear model of the atom, radioactive decay and nuclear instability, 2 the relevance of E=mc and the physics of a nuclear fission reactor. 9. Turning points – this is our option topic which involves learning about different experiments that have changed the face of physics throughout the years and links in well with many of the other topics.



All such topics develop students’ ability to problem solve by applying mathematical and theoretical concepts to different scenarios and are the basis to many a career in a vast array of different fields. What are the entry requirements? – At least grade A in separate GCSE physics or at least a grade A in both GCSE Core and Additional Science. The better the starting grade the better the chance of success at A level. Do I need to study mathematics? – You need to be confident in your use of mathematical skills, especially algebra, so those students studying mathematics are at an advantage. 40% of the exam papers will require mathematical



skills. Students not taking Advanced level mathematics may require additional support outside of normal timetabled lessons or be proactive enough to ask for help. How big are the teaching groups? – They average around 18 students but can vary year on year according to demand. You will have 5 hours of teaching time per week, usually with 2 physics teachers. How much teaching time is there? – You have 5 hours directed study per week and are usually taught by two teachers. How much practical work is there? – Students complete a minimum of 12 required practical activities during the 2 year course however we will complete many more than this as the investigative skills learned from these practicals form an essential element of the course. At least 15% of the marks in the A level Physics exams are based on what you learned in practical work. There is no coursework in A level Physics however your performance during practical work will be assessed. How big is the step up from GCSE? – We expect you to find the course challenging but it is that challenge which often makes physics enjoyable! All students should be prepared for the change in emphasis to more self directed study compared to GCSE; they must be prepared to persevere, admit to difficulties and ask for help which is always willingly provided.



Product Design AQA Design & Technology: Product Design. New Specification for 2017



What is it all about? Design and Technology makes a unique contribution to the development of young people by preparing them to participate in, think about and to intervene creatively to improve the quality of tomorrow's rapidly changing world through the design and manufacture of products and systems. It challenges pupils with exciting opportunities to develop their designing and problem solving capabilities through combining their designing and making skills with knowledge and understanding, creating quality products. This is a creative and practical subject taking in such areas as engineering, architecture in addition to product design itself. What does the course involve? You will study a wide range of products, materials and processes including graphic and constructional materials which will give you the knowledge and understanding to be an effective designer and maker. You will learn how to a present your designs using a range of techniques and media. This will include the use of traditional graphic materials and computer aided design. Models, prototypes and products are constructed using a full range of materials and techniques including hand skills and CADCAM manufacture which will involve use of laser cutters, CNC routers and 3D printers. Pupils will complete a design folder that will typically include research and analysis, ideas, development, planning, evidence of making, evaluation and testing. This will consist of nominally 25 sheets in a presentation folio. You will also study a range of topics in a theoretical way, such as materials and components, manufacturing management and processes, environmental issues, design history and culture, health and safety and quality systems.



How is the course structured? This is a two year linear course which means that pupils will be examined at the end of year 13. Pupils will be examined through the completion of a piece of coursework, or what the exam boards now refer to as non-examined assessment and two written examination papers. The coursework is worth 50% of the A Level and the two examination papers are worth 25% each. Year 12 will be spent learning new making, manufacturing and designing skills through a series of small scale projects in addition to learning new theoretical content. In many ways it mimics the year 10 and 11 structure of GCSE.



Non Examined Assessment or Coursework (50% of the A Level) Pupils will be required to undertake a small-scale design and make task and produce a final prototype or product based on a design brief produced by the pupil. Pupils will develop a specific brief that meets the needs of a user, client or market. The brief must be of an appropriate level of complexity and contain a degree of uncertainty of the outcome so that pupils can engage in an iterative process of designing, making, testing and evaluating. Iterative meaning in simple terms to trial, test and evaluate a number of different ways of designing and making before deciding on a final outcome and method. Pupils must produce a final prototype product based on the design brief they have developed, along with a design portfolio clearly evidencing how the assessment criteria have been met together with photographic



evidence of the final manufactured prototype outcome. It is intended that that this element of the course should require 45 hours to complete the task.



Written Examinations. There are two written papers, each of 2 hours in duration, both of which will be taken in June of year 13. Paper 1, Core Technical Principles & Core Designing and Making Principles. (25% of the A Level) This paper consists of mainly multiple choice and short answer questions with some extended answer questions. Pupils will be tested on their knowledge and understanding of materials and processes used in the design and manufacture of products, product evolution, development and improvement, ergonomics, anthropometrics, inclusive design, the role of health and safety and the role of quality systems. The use of CADCAM, rapid prototyping and virtual modelling will also be tested within the context of designing and making products. Paper 2, Specialist knowledge, technical and designing & making principles. (25% of the A Level) This exam looks for answers to show greater understanding and depth of knowledge and understanding within the context of products. As such the paper is split into two sections. Section A is centred on Product Analysis with short answer questions looking at the design and aesthetics of products. Section B centres on the commercial manufacture of products and will tests pupils knowledge and understanding of how a given product will be produced on a large scale for commercial sale. Must have I studied D&T at GCSE level? The most successful pupils at this level are those who have studied GCSE D&T. However we have taken girls who have no GCSE D&T experience with success. It’s more important to being open to learn new skills, processes and knowledge, wanting to developing your problem solving skills and having a “can do” attitude. Will I get homework? Yes, but no more than any other A level subject. Design activities are labour intensive and to complete your coursework to a high standard you will have work in your study periods. To be successful in the exam you will have to prepare thoroughly and learn detailed information. The most successful pupil is the pupil who can build on the knowledge and design experiences offered in the classroom in an intuitive and independent manner. What will it lead to? This course provides a suitable basis for progression on to any design or technical based course. It is an excellent A level for anyone considering engineering, product design, graphic design, multi media design, architecture, or any creative field. Future Career? Employers are looking for people who can solve problems, think on their feet, analyse information, evaluate ideas and proposals, and make decisions and plan for action. - These are the skills of the Engineer and Product Designer! It does not matter what your future degree course is, nor your preferred career path, Product Design offer you the opportunity to develop the skills for your future.



Social Media. Follow us on Instagram: @PDWGSG See our YouTube Channel: PRODUCTDESIGNWGSG



Psychology Examining body: AQA Ever wondered if prison really does change criminal behaviour? Or why some people conform? Or perhaps if the experiences you had before the age of five really do shape the person you are today? Psychology is a great subject to study because it will not only give you a number of transferable skills, it will also teach you more about the way people think. An understanding of the human mind is useful in a number of careers. The subject provides opportunities to explore how psychology has contributed to an understanding of individual, social, and cultural diversity together with an awareness of how psychology researchers meet their ethical responsibilities. An enthusiastic and enquiring approach to the subject is required to fully appreciate its depth and breadth. What skills will I learn? A-level Psychology will help you develop a range of skills that will benefit you, whether you decide to go on to further study or the working world, including: • analytical thinking • improved communication • problem solving • planning and conducting scientific investigations • analysing and interpreting data • critical reasoning skills. How will it fit in with my other subjects? Psychology will complement just about any other subject. Students who study psychology often also study biology, sociology, business, English or physical education. Also students, who want a career in any of the caring services, or in marketing or human resources, will find an understanding of psychology useful. Student requirements: English B, Science B Your first year will cover the following topic areas: social influence, psychopathology, how the mind remembers and forgets and how children form attachments. You will also learn more about the different approaches in psychology and how to design and conduct your own research. In the second year of the A-level you’ll deepen your understanding of human behaviour. You’ll also study Forensic Psychology, Biopsychology, Schizophrenia, Gender, Research methods and Issues and debates in psychology.



Assessment At A-level there are three exams, each account for one third of your A-level. The three exams last 2 hours and are worth 96 marks each. The exams consist of multiple choice, short answer and extended writing questions.



Religious Studies Examining Body: Eduqas



Component 1: A Study of Religion - Christianity This component offers an opportunity to gain a greater knowledge of the largest religion in the world. From studying the importance of the Bible and its origins to the development of Christianity over the past 2000 years. This section of the course allows students to examine the relationship between the Church and society, looking at the challenges from science and the modern problem of secularisation. On top of this pupils will develop an appreciation for the classic Christian teachings and traditions, such as Baptism, religious experience and a deeper insight into the work of the early Apostles. The life and importance of Jesus is also given greater analysis than ever before in this section of the course.



Component 2: Philosophy of Religion The philosophy component is split into four distinct section, covering some of the most influential and classic philosophy of ancient and modern times. Pupils will examine arguments for the existence of God, including the cosmological and teleological argument, as well as their failings. The Problem of Evil and other challenges for the existence of God gives pupils an opportunity to critique the Christian belief in an all-powerful being, as well as gain an appreciation for the defence of these issues. This component also covers religious experience, including miracles and visions, and finally tackles the problem of religious language. Religious language will see pupils delve into how we speak about religious things, and whether or not we can ever meaningfully talk about God.



Component 3: Religion and Ethics The final component in the course is a study of some of the most famous and influential ethical theories ever created. The course begins with ethical thought, examining areas such as virtue theory and naturalism. Deontological ethics will see philosophers such as Aquinas and their versions of how one should live, especially through the teachings of natural law. Teleological ethics examines the famous utilitarianism and the classic ‘greatest good for greatest number’ mantra. The final element of the course is freewill and determinism. This section considers whether we truly have the freedom to make decisions, or whether our lives are mapped out for us and our actions determined. Perhaps you will choose to study RS, perhaps you were determined to.



Student Requirements: You should want to read, learn, discuss and present information in a written form. You do not have to have GCSE Religious Studies to follow the course. If you have taken it you would be expected to have at least a grade B. If you have not taken it we would need to see at least a grade B in GCSE English Language and a reasonable range of GCSEs which show evidence of your academic potential.



Why should I take this course? Religious Studies at A-level is well suited to people seeking a profession which deals with people and their needs: Social Work, Teaching, Police, Medical professions - the list is endless. It teaches you sensitivity and the ability to organise and analyse information which is both vitally important to some people and yet a matter of opinion to others. As an academic subject it is accepted and used by Britain’s top universities: 20% of PPE students at Oxford have Religious Studies ‘A Level’. It combines well with a range of subjects and you should talk to the Religious Studies staff if you need advice or guidance on this.



Assessment: This course is assessed entirely by examination at the end of Year 13. Each topic has a paper which is split into three sections. These are the Christian element of that paper, the section on either Philosophy or Ethics specific content, and finally a section of questions on the dialogue between Christianity and either Ethics or Philosophy. The essay questions 20 and 30 marks in 3 x 2 Hour examinations. The questions range from 10 marks to 25 marks, offering a mixture of short and more lengthy essays. 2 x 3 Hour examinations.



Sociology Examining Body: AQA This two year Advanced Level course will give students a substantial understanding of contemporary British Society, what affects the behaviour of humans and an appreciation of cross-cultural developments. The AQA Syllabus provides a sound understanding of the key aspects of sociological thought and methods, giving the opportunity to develop a range of skills. Topics studied include Family and Household, Education, Sociological Research, Belief Systems and Crime and Deviance Student requirements: GCSE grade B or above in English Why should I take this course? Sociology is a competitive ‘A’ Level in its own right and is also accepted within many institutions at higher level. It provides a broad application and is compatible with many ‘A’ Level choices. Its content as well as dealing with sociological theories and methods considers how society is interpreted and constructed by people. Important aspects such as: ethnicity, gender and inequality and core social class themes are threaded throughout the course. In all it provides the candidate with an in-depth understanding of the society we live in. Studying Sociology encourages the student to analyse and explore, evaluate and constructively criticise, skills which I believe are vital to develop at this age. The subject requires an open mind, and the ability to think analytically about the sociological perspectives presented in the course. These theories are explored through group discussions, essay writing and independent research into modern society to find contemporary evidence. Assessment This Advanced level qualification is examined at the end of Year Thirteen. There will be a focus on Education, Research Methods and Family and Household, Crime and Deviance, Sociological Theory and Belief Systems. There is no course work. Student comment “I have thoroughly enjoyed studying Sociology in Year 12 this year and I am looking forward to continuing the course in Year 13. The ideas evident throughout the course have allowed me to challenge the concepts within society and the world around me, providing an excellent insight into the belief systems and institutions which I was earlier oblivious to.” Niamh Meehan “The knowledge gained from this subject is applicable not only to other ‘A’ Level courses but to everyday life. I have found that I can easily relate what I learnt in Sociology to other humanities subjects. The study of Sociology will help to prepare any student for any career path and has certainly been influential in my choice of degree.’ Chelsey Whitehouse



Textiles AQA Design & Technology: Fashion and Textiles New Specification for 2017



What is it all about? Design and Technology makes a unique contribution to the development of young people by preparing them to participate in, think about and to intervene creatively to improve the quality of tomorrow's rapidly changing world through the design and manufacture of products and systems. It challenges pupils with exciting opportunities to develop their designing and problem solving capabilities through combining their designing and making skills with knowledge and understanding, creating quality products. This is a creative and practical subject taking in such areas as fashion design, pattern cutting, manufacture and industrial processes. What does the course involve? You will study a wide range of material and applications as well as construction methods that will give you the knowledge and understanding to be an effective designer and maker. You will learn how to a present your designs using a range of techniques and media. This will include the use of traditional graphic materials and computer aided design. Toiles and products are constructed using a full range of materials and techniques including hand skills and CADCAM manufacture which will involve use of laser cutters, rotary cutters and on the stand construction techniques. Pupils will complete a design folder that will typically include research and analysis, ideas, development, planning, evidence of making, evaluation and testing. This will consist of nominally 25 sheets in a presentation folio. You will also study a range of topics in a theoretical way, such as materials and components, manufacturing management and processes, environmental issues, design history and culture, health and safety and quality systems. How is the course structured? This is a two year linear course which means that pupils will be examined at the end of year 13. Pupils will be examined through the completion of a piece of coursework, or what the exam boards now refer to as non-examined assessment and two written examination papers. The coursework is worth 50% of the A Level and the two examination papers are worth 25% each. Year 12 will be spent learning new making, manufacturing and designing skills through a series of small scale projects in addition to learning new theoretical content. In many ways it mimics the year 10 and 11 structure of GCSE. Non Examined Assessment or Coursework (50% of the A Level) Pupils will be required to undertake a small-scale design and make task and produce a toile and final garment based on a design brief produced by the pupil. Pupils will develop a specific brief that meets the needs of a user, client or market. The brief must be of an appropriate level of complexity and contain a degree of uncertainty of the outcome so that pupils can engage in an iterative process of designing, making, testing and evaluating. Iterative meaning in simple terms to trial, test and evaluate a number of different ways of designing and making before deciding on a final outcome and method. Pupils must produce a final prototype product based on the design brief they have developed, along with a design portfolio clearly evidencing how the assessment criteria have been met together with photographic evidence of the final manufactured prototype outcome. It is intended that that this element of the course should require 45 hours to complete the task.



Written Examinations. There are two written papers, each of 2 hours in duration, both of which will be taken in June of year 13. Paper 1, Core Technical Principles & Core Designing and Making Principles. (25% of the A Level) This paper consists of mainly multiple choice and short answer questions with some extended answer questions. Pupils will be tested on their knowledge and understanding of materials and processes used in the design and manufacture of products, product evolution, development and improvement, ergonomics, anthropometrics, inclusive design, the role of health and safety and the role of quality systems. The use of CADCAM, rapid prototyping and virtual modelling will also be tested within the context of designing and making products. Paper 2, Specialist knowledge, technical and designing & making principles. (25% of the A Level) This exam looks for answers to show greater understanding and depth of knowledge and understanding within the context of products. As such the paper is split into two sections. Section A is centred on Product Analysis with short answer questions looking at the design and aesthetics of products. Section B centres on the commercial manufacture of products and will tests pupils knowledge and understanding of how a given product will be produced on a large scale for commercial sale. Must have I studied D&T at GCSE level? The most successful pupils at this level are those who have studied GCSE D&T. However we have taken girls who have no GCSE D&T experience with success. It’s more important to being open to learn new skills, processes and knowledge, wanting to developing your problem solving skills and having a “can do” attitude. Will I get homework? Yes, but no more than any other A level subject. Design activities are labour intensive and to complete your coursework to a high standard you will have work in your study periods. To be successful in the exam you will have to prepare thoroughly and learn detailed information. The most successful pupil is the pupil who can build on the knowledge and design experiences offered in the classroom in an intuitive and independent manner. What will it lead to? This course provides a suitable basis for progression on to any design or technical based course. It is an excellent A level for anyone considering a career in the fashion industry as we cover fashion design, manufacture, marketing, industrial processes and the influence of designers. Future Career? Employers are looking for people who can solve problems, think on their feet, analyse information, evaluate ideas and proposals, and make decisions and plan for action. - These are the skills of the Fashion and Textiles student! The fashion industry is the 3rd largest empire in the world – the career opportunities are endless and the market is evolving every year. Be part of that evolution – choose Fashion and Textiles A’Level. Social Media. Follow us on Instagram for examples of the quality of work we are producing within our department: @textileswgsg Any further questions – Call into G1 at anytime to discuss



Theatre Studies Examining Body: AQA Theatre Studies is a practical, intellectual and artistic subject, and A Level is a demanding but very rewarding course. In order to be successful and enjoy this subject, you will need to have a keen interest in the history of drama and study the practitioners, theatrical forms and conventions that make theatre such a compelling and exciting subject. You will be expected to explore the structural elements of theatre from the page to the stage and be able to analyse and critically deconstruct the work you study, create and witness. We approach all of our work from a practical viewpoint and as a Theatre Studies student you will be expected to actively contribute to this in class. In addition, you will be expected to engage in theatrical experiences beyond the classroom. If Drama has been studied then a grade B at GCSE would be required before starting this course. Component 1: Drama and Theatre This component assesses your knowledge and understanding of drama and theatre. You will study two set plays over two years, and analyse and evaluate the work of live theatre makers through regular theatre visits. This component is assessed in a three-hour open book written exam. Component 2: Creating Original Drama (Practical) This component assesses your abilities as a creator of original drama. You will work in a group to devise your own piece of performance that must demonstrate the influence of a prescribed practitioner and their methodologies. You will keep an ongoing working notebook, which is submitted for assessment alongside the performance itself. Component 3: Making Theatre (Practical) This component assesses your skills as an actor, as you will be required to explore performance extracts from three different plays. For your final extract, you must follow the methodology of a prescribed practitioner. This final extract is performed as your final assessment, along with a reflective report analysing and evaluating the theatrical interpretation of all three extracts. Career Progression The course can lead you to studying a wide variety of theatre related courses at university or drama school, but it can also prove to be invaluable in the journalistic, teaching and legal professions due to the wide range of transferrable skills and knowledge obtained. When students study Drama and Theatre Studies at A Level it invests the individual with invaluable skills in articulating thoughts, exploring ideas, sharpening communication skills and providing the ability to work within a group situation both in a practical and academic setting. Student Comments “I’m currently working at a Youth Arts provision...I can’t imagine where I’d be if I hadn’t done Theatre Studies!” (Hannah Carter) “I will never regret taking…theatre studies A level [it] helped me to gain a number of skills that were very valuable at the start of my career, and will continue to help me in years to come. (Rachel Williams) at a Youth Arts provision...I can’t imagine where I’d be if I hadn’t done Theatre Studies!” (Hannah Carter)
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